Participation of adrenomedullin and its relation with vascular endothelial growth factor in androgen regulation of prostatic blood flow in vivo.
We had previously reported that androgen-regulated prostatic blood flow and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) were involved in the signal transduction pathway. Adrenomedullin (ADM) is a multifunctional regulatory peptide with mitogenic and angiogenic capabilities that are regulated by androgen. ADM is abundantly expressed in the prostate. We focused on ADM and evaluated its participation and relation with VEGF in androgen prostatic blood flow regulation using a castrated rat model. We examined the effect of locally injected dihydrotestosterone (DHT) and ADM, and the co-administration of DHT with an ADM receptor antagonist (ADM 22-52) on prostatic blood flow. Furthermore, prostatic blood flow was evaluated after ADM and VEGF administration with each other's antagonist, VEGF neutralizing antibody and ADM 22-52, respectively. Changes in the mRNA expression levels of ADM in the prostate after castration and successive androgen stimulation were also evaluated. The administration of ADM promptly increased prostatic blood flow in a dose-dependent manner within 30 minutes. The DHT-induced increase in prostatic blood flow was completely abolished by co-administration with anti-ADM. Anti-ADM inhibited the VEGF-induced prostatic blood flow elevation, but a VEGF neutralizing antibody did not affect the ADM-mediated blood flow elevation. Furthermore, upregulation of the ADM gene induced by DHT was inhibited by co-administration with a VEGF-neutralizing antibody. These results have clearly demonstrated the direct regulation of prostatic blood flow by ADM and its involvement in androgenic prostatic blood flow regulation. Furthermore, ADM was estimated to be a downstream mediator of VEGF action in the signal transduction pathway.